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Abstract
Conventional corrective feedback has been widely practiced but has been said to be tedious, stressful and time
consuming. As such, the focus of this study is to investigate the use of an alternative method to giving corrective
feedback namely, an online corrective feedback through e-mail. In order to examine if this innovative form of
corrective feedback can be applied to the teaching and learning of academic writing, an experimental design was
used with a control group and an experimental group of L1 Malay learners who were pursuing an academic
writing course at the tertiary level. Interviews were also conducted on selected individuals to determine whether
the use of online corrective feedback was practical in assisting learners improve their writing from the first draft
to the final product. The statistical analysis applied to this research indicated that online corrective feedback may
be an effective way to improve writing skills of learners and save time. Thus, the results showed that online
corrective feedback should be potentially useful when integrated into the teaching and learning of academic
writing.
Keywords: conventional corrective feedback, online corrective feedback, writing process
1. Introduction
1.1 Background of the Study
The teaching of writing in the second language classroom is considered a painstaking activity and the debate of
whether to provide ESL learners with corrective feedback has been of great interest to researchers and language
instructors (Ferris, 2000, 2002, 2004; Truscott, 1996, 1999). Normally, writing is used as a yardstick to gauge a
learner’s grasp of the language. Thus, it is important for ESL instructors to find ways to improve their students’
writing skills more effectively in order to increase their performances. With the advent of computers in the
teaching and learning environment, ESL instructors have started integrating computer-based programmes like
word processors in the writing classroom.
ESL instructors spend hours in identifying and correcting their students’ errors but it has been found that students
do not bother to read the comments given by their instructors much less to correct them. This is because more
often than not, students are put off by the red markings and illegibility of the instructor’s handwriting. Thus, this
issue needs to be addressed to find ways to solve this problem. The objective of this study is to examine whether
online corrective feedback as opposed to conventional corrective feedback can improve tertiary learners’
performance in academic writing and if so, to what extent.
ESL learners have been found to have responded positively to the online mode of corrective feedback as opposed
to conventional corrective feedback through pen and paper. This is not surprising as students these days are
fascinated with gadgets like computers, smart phones and tablets which have online connections. This enables
them to access their written assignment anytime, any place and provides them the flexibility of responding to the
comments given by counter responding if they are unsure or have queries. According to Li and Li (2012),
students who favoured corrective feedback had high motivation of learning and their writing have been found to
have improved without the use of simplified lexis and syntax. Van Beuningen, De Jong and Kuiken (2012) assert
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that both direct and indirect corrective feedbacks provide long-term linguistic accuracy in academic writing.
Research on the effectiveness of corrective feedback has been generally positive (Lyster & Ranta, 2013).
However, whether corrective feedback is effective in improving writing skills is still a controversial issue. Ferris
(2004, as cited in Guenette, 2007) remarked that it cannot be ascertained that error rectification works. Guenette
(2007) states that ESL instructors have been considering whether they should correct the grammar in their
students’ essays since there are contradictions to the effectiveness of this practice.
1.2 Conventional Corrective Feedback
Corrective feedback comes in various forms such as content comments, error correction, error correction and
content comments and, error identification without corrections. It can be divided into direct or indirect feedback.
Direct feedback is also known as explicit feedback. The instructor giving direct feedback usually identifies the
errors and corrects them on the learners’ written essay. Indirect feedback is when the instructor identifies the
error but does not provide the correct form. Nonetheless, he or she may provide codes as clues of the errors
committed such as vt to represent verb tense error. In most cases however, the instructor would underline, circle
or place an error tally in the margin to indicate the mistake the students have committed. Ferris et al. (2000)
investigated the effects of direct and indirect error correction and it was found that more students revised their
essays (88%) under the direct error feedback compared to the indirect error feedback (77%). However, the study
showed that at the end of the semester, there was significant reduction of errors made by students who received
the indirect error feedback. In another study, Ferris and Roberts (2001) investigated the use of corrective
feedbacks in the form of errors marked with codes, errors underlined but not marked and no error feedback.
Overall, the results favoured the use of corrective feedback. The treatment of corrective feedbacks in the form of
errors marked with codes, and errors underlined but not marked, outperformed the treatment of no error feedback.
Hartshorn and Evans (2012) in their study of corrective feedback also discovered that L2 students who received
corrective feedback improved significantly in their writing.
1.3 Online Corrective Feedback
Li (2000) investigated the use of online task-based activities in a process oriented writing class. The results
showed that students were able to produce more syntactically and lexically complex essays. Students were found
to be receptive to receiving feedback via e-mail compared to the conventional corrective feedback method using
pen and paper. In another study, Razagifard and Razzaghifard (2011) found that students who were given
computer mediated corrective feedback outperformed those without feedbacks. However, in a study on the use of
corrective feedback in a computer assisted practice exercise, it was found that corrective feedback was
ineffective (Adams, Ruifang & Hope, 2012). Truscott (2007) also found that corrective feedback was ineffective
and produced negative results because students feel pressured and demotivated when their essays are filled with
errors. Rami (2012) found that Saudi students have poor perception of corrective feedback based on cultural
factors. In a study on the motivational levels of learning with or without the use of computers, it was found that
there was no significant difference as to whether the use of computers increased motivational levels of learning
as students were found in general, to fear any form of corrective feedback (Ali, 2011). This is in contrast to the
study conducted by Hosseini (2012) which indicated that using computers and the internet had significant
motivational effect on the students. Nezami (2012) also found that online corrective feedback, mainly recasts and
metablinguistic feedbacks, was beneficial to learners.
1.4 Perceptions about Corrective Feedback
It is important to consider how students and language instructors perceive corrective feedback as there are
differing views on the matter. According to Lee (2005), secondary school students in Hong Kong seem to prefer
direct corrective feedback instead of indirect corrective feedback as they deemed their language instructors more
competent in the language. Liang (2008) found that students preferred identification of errors by underlining and
coded feedbacks to enable them to improve their writing. There are ESL instructors who prefer to provide
thorough corrective feedback of a learners’ written work by means of identifying each and every mistake (Ellis et
al., 2008). However, this may not be an effective way of helping students improve their written work. Others
have worked on one linguistic feature at a time to assist students in reducing errors.A study conducted by
Scheeler, McKinnon and Stout (2012) found that using online corrective feedback had positive effect on 5 pre
service teachers. However, ESL instructors were also encouraged to find out their students’ preference for
corrective feedback before the writing lesson.
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2. Method
2.1 Sampling Size
The participants for this research were selected using a convenient sampling method from two academic writing
classes. The 44 students selected from these two classes agreed to participate in this experiment. The first group
of 22 students was exposed to the conventional corrective feedback for their writing drafts while the second
group of another 22 students was exposed to the online corrective feedback for their writing drafts. The
participants were all L1 Malay students and consisted of both male and female students who have passed the
Intermediate English course in the previous semester with at least a C grade. They were around the age of 20 to
22 years old.
2.2 Research Instrument
There were two research instruments used for this research. The first set of instrument was a writing assignment.
The participants were required to complete their writing assignments of 700 words within the period of 14 weeks.
They were required to hand in an outline on Week 6, and the first draft on Week 8. The final draft was to be
handed in on Week 14.
The second instrument was an interview. Selected students were asked about their preference of the feedbacks
given for their drafts.
2.3 Research Procedure
This study uses an experimental method to investigate the feasibility of using online corrective feedback as
opposed to conventional corrective feedback in the ESL academic writing classroom. There were two groups of
participants for this experiment. The first group, the control group, was given conventional corrective feedback
on their writing drafts while the second group, the experimental group, was given online corrective feedback on
their writing drafts.
In the control group, the students had to hand in their type written work in hard copy to be corrected and graded.
The instructor would then write comments and correct the work using a red pen after which, the drafts would be
returned to the class to be rectified before handing in the final draft. In the experimental group, the students had
to hand in their type written work in soft copy via email. The instructor would then provide corrective feedback
using the word processor (MS-Word) application features such as highlighting, reviewing, commenting, etc.
before returning the written work via email. The grading is done for both the first and final drafts. The first draft
is graded 10% and the final draft is graded 15% in accord with the course specification. Interviews were also
conducted informally with students to identify their preferences and perceptions on using the corrective feedback
methods.
Two sets of data are collected from the experiment. In the first set, data collected from both the control and
experimental groups are analysed based on the types of errors commited which are mainly errors on sentence
structure, grammar and vocabulary. In the second set, data collected are tabulated based on the scores of the first
and final drafts. They are then converted to percentages before running a t-test. This is mainly done to see the
significance of using the online corrective feedback in comparison to the conventional corrective feedback. This
should explain if using online corrective feedback is better than conventional corrective feedback and if so, to
what extent.
3. Results
The result of this study shows that using online corrective feedback is indeed viable as the students who were
given online corrective feedbacks perfomed better compared to those who were given conventional corrective
feedbacks. This supported previous studies that stated students responded better via email (Li, 2011) and
outperformed those who did not receive computer-mediated feedback (Rassaghifard, 2012). From the first draft
to the final draft it was found that students who received online corrective feedback had a decreased number of
errors committed for sentence structure (47.4%), grammar (70.6%) and vocabulary (45.4%). There was also a
decrease in the number of errors committed for the conventional corrective feedback for sentence structure
(23.2%) and vocabulary (17.6%). Grammatical errors showed no improvement. The results indicated that there
was more improvement received from the online corrective feedback compared to the conventional corrective
feedback.
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Table 1. Comparison of errors for online corrective feedback and conventional corrective feedback
Sentence Structure
Grammar
CCF
OCF
CCF
OCF
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Draft 1
61.6
73.7
50
85.3
Draft 2
38.4
26.3
50
14.7
CCF = Conventional Corrective Feedback; OCF = Online Corrective Feedback

Vocabulary
CCF
(%)
58.8
41.2

OCF
(%)
72.7
27.3

Table 1 shows the comparison of errors committed by the students in the control and experimental groups. The
control group was given conventional corrective feedback while the experimental group was given online
corrective feedback. The results show that both the groups showed improvement after corrective feedbacks were
given. The experimental group with online corrective feedback however, showed better performance with a
decreased number of errors between Draft 1 and Draft 2 compared to the performance of the control group.
A paired sample t-test was run and the results are shown in table 2 below.
Table 2. Paired samples t-test result
Pairs
Pair 1 (Draft 1)
Pair 2 (Draft 2)

Sig (2-tailed)
.830
.000

Table 2 shows the significant value of pair 1 and pair 2. For pair 1 (Draft 1 between the control and experimental
groups), the p value is .830 (p>.05). This indicates that there is no significant difference in the performance of
both the control and experimental groups. It also shows that both groups are of similar ability and show similar
performance in the writing of the first draft (Draft 1). For pair 2 (Draft 2 between the control and experimental
groups), the p value is .000 (p<.05). This means that there is a significant difference after the different treatments
were applied to the groups. The experimental group who were treated with online corrective feedback
outperformed the control group with the conventional corrective feedback.
The informal interviews supported the views that the students were more interested in receiving online corrective
feedbacks via e-mail. In figure 1, it has been found that 78.57% of the students preferred receiving the online
corrective feedback.
90
80

78.57

70
60
50
40
30

21.43

20
10
0
Yes

No
Preference

Figure 1. Preference for online corrective feedback
To facilitate the research, the students were also asked the reasons why they preferred receiving online corrective
feedbacks. 63.6% of the students stated that they found it easier to submit and get feedback using this method.
45.5% stated that the online corrective feedback was easier to use and it was time saving. Another 36.4% stated
that the reason why they preferred online corrective feedback was because they did not have to rewrite the whole
essay for corrections. 18.2% of the students agreed that the assignments will not get lost but be saved in their
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emails. Only a small percentage (9.1%) agreed that this approach was cheaper than using the conventional
corrective feedback method. The results of the interview can be seen in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Reasons for preference of online writing
Reasons
Easier to submit and get feedback
Easier to use
Time saving
Cheaper
Don’t have to rewrite the whole essay for corrections
Assignments will not get lost but be saved in the email

Percentage (%)
63.6
45.5
45.5
9.1
36.4
18.2

4. Discussion
This study has helped in determining whether the use of online corrective feedback is better than the use of
conventional corrective feedback in the academic writing classroom. The experimental study seem to indicate
that students prefer receiving feedbacks via email (online) rather than written comments (through pen and paper)
by their instructors. Firstly, the findings show that the students who received online corrective feedback
outperformed those who did not. The findings also show that they improved in their sentence structure, grammar
and vocabulary significantly better than those who received conventional corrective feedback.
The students were also found to be more motivated to do the corrections to the errors committed as the use of
electronic devices appealed to them. This supports previous studies (Hosseini, 2012; Li, 2000; Razagigard &
Razzaghifard, 2011) which showed that using computers had significant motivational effect on students. Most of
the students agreed that they preferred receiving online corrective feedback because of the user-friendly facilities
available in computers. Fore example, they can access their assignments in their emails and can be assured that
their assignments will not be lost. They also need not rewrite the whole essay when doing corrections. Instead,
they only need to rectify the portions that needed amendments. This indicates the feasibility and potential of
using online corrective feedback for both instructors and students alike.
While this is the case, the conclusion is only preliminary as the sample size for this study is rather small with the
comparison of the two groups. It is therefore recommended that in future studies a larger sample size is applied
to the study perhaps in different levels of education. The study also found that utilizing the email online had
positive effect on the students. In future studies, it is recommended that online social networking sites like
facebook or blogs be tested for use in the academic writing classroom.
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